
Empire State Building becomes more  
energy efficient than new construction. 
Landmark building retrofitted with Heat Mirror® insulating glass.

Replacing the 6,514 windows in the Empire 
State Building with high-performance glass 
was estimated to cut the building’s energy 
costs by more than $400,000 per year. How 
this was accomplished is quite a story.

Older buildings waste energy and are expensive to maintain. Built 

before energy efficient practices, most older buildings waste energy 

through insufficient heating and cooling systems, poor insulation, 

outdated electric and plumbing systems, inadequate single- or 

double-pane windows, and so on. According to the World Business 

Council for Sustainable Development as much as 40% of all 

energy in the United States is consumed by buildings. Commercial 

buildings in dense urban settings like New York City can account 

for up to 75% of energy use. The solution is not to tear down and 

put up new construction. Refurbishment with energy efficient 

systems and sustainable building materials can give new life to 

older buildings, and the recent renovation of the Empire State 

Building is an excellent example of how this can be accomplished. 

The catalyst for what became a $550 million capital improvement 

plan of the Empire State Building was a meeting about sustainable 

building practices. That meeting launched an economic and 

environmental revitalization of the building in 2009. Through the 

collaborative efforts of Johnson Controls, Rocky Mountain Institute, 

Clinton Climate Initiative, Jones Lang LaSalle, and the owners of the 

Empire State Building, eight key initiatives would be addressed. Basic 

systems were updated or refurbished with sustainable materials 

and modern technology added to individual tenant spaces to 

make the entire building more energy efficient and ecofriendly.

Reinventing the windows
The original windows of the Empire State Building, built in 1931, 

were replaced with double-pane thermal-glass windows in 1991. 

This took the insulating R-value from what was probably R-1 at that 

time to an R-2. To improve the R-value again would require adding 

a third pane of glass—an unlikely and costly scenario that would 

involve replacing the entire windows, both the glass and the frames. 

Instead, suspended coated film (SCF) proved to be a better option. 

Practically weightless, a layer of suspended coated film—even 

multiple layers of film—can be placed between two panes of 

glass, providing the same or higher R-value as a third pane without 

the added weight or geometry. With Eastman’s 30-year proven 

performance record, Heat Mirror® film would be the perfect fit. 
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Serious Materials, a licensed fabricator of IG using suspended Heat 

Mirror® film, completed the glazing retrofit. The process involved 

removing and cleaning the glass, suspending Heat Mirror coated 

film between the two panes to create a pair of super insulating 

cavities, then adding new spacers to the existing frames. As much 

as 95% of the existing double-pane glass was reused, or recycled, 

in the process. The end result of the energy efficient window 

retrofit improved the R-value from R-2 to R-8, an increase of 

up to four times better thermal performance. In addition, Heat 

Mirror’s superior solar heat blocking reduced interior solar heat 

gain by more than 50% compared to the original windows.

A model of efficiency 
The window upgrade of the Empire State Building is only part of an 

integrated project focused on making an existing building better—

efficient, economical, ecofriendly. The other key initiatives addressed 

by this improvement plan were improved building-shell insulation 

behind the radiators to reduce heat loss; new air-handling units with 

variable frequency drive fans to more efficiently distribute both 

heated and cooled air; chiller plant retrofit for improved efficiency 

and controllability; and installation of a building-wide direct 

digital controls (DDC) system to maximize heating and cooling. 

Improvements directly benefitting tenants include new Tenant 
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Demand Control Ventilation; individualized, web-based Tenant 

Energy Management Systems to control power usage; and an 

electrical retrofit with improved lighting designs, daylighting controls, 

and upgraded plug load occupancy sensors. Replacing these key 

mechanical systems and adding innovative technology will allow this 

older building to continue to serve its tenants for years to come.

These are the amazing results a team of like-minded energy and 

environmental conservationists were able to achieve in a few short 

years with one of the most recognizable buildings in the world:

 •  An economic and environmentally friendly capital 

improvement plan initiated in 2009. 

 •   LEED Gold Certification achieved in 2010. 

 •  Overall building energy consumption reduced by 30%. Annual 

energy savings of $4.4 million. 

 •  Reduced carbon dioxide emissions by 105,000 metric tons over 

the next 15 years. 

 •   Energy savings costs that will pay back implementation  

costs in approximately 3 years. 

The Empire State Building improvement plan shows how energy 

efficiency and retrofitting with sustainable practices and/or materials 

is an investment that pays off well into the future, providing a 

model for other older buildings worldwide to use and improve upon.



Windows that insulate like walls!

Heat Mirror® is an extremely high performing, energy 

efficient glass system which dramatically improves thermal 

insulation and indoor comfort compared to standard 

insulating glass (IG) units. The technology suspends up 

to three films in the airspace of a single insulating glass 

unit to create multiple airtight chambers that deliver 

best-in-class insulation performance for windows. 

Standard insulating glass with low-e coatings delivers a 

thermal insulating performance of R-3 while Heat Mirror 

insulating glass can achieve an R-value up to 20! 

Recognized by 

• �Popular Science as one of the “100 Best  

Inventions of the Millennium” 

•  2014 ENERGY STAR in their “Most Efficient”  

window category 

• Certified by Passive House Institute US

Key Heat Mirror® attributes 

•     Heat Mirror® IG provides center-of-glass insulation 

performance ranging from R-4 to R-20

•  Offers superior winter heating and summer cooling due to 

its multicavity design

•  Blocks 99% of harmful UV rays

• Reduces condensation buildup on glass during winter

• Weighs about 33% less than triple-pane glass
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